Charity Freely Given
“No gift is too small if it is in the service of the King.” An
outpouring of generosity was exhibited yesterday as gifts and
supplies were provided to the ailing village of Borealton. After a
brief altercation with the Guards, everyone was free to pass and
administer to those in need. Lady Melanie was overjoyed at the
sight, and the villagers shyly but gratefully accepted the rations.
The girls then sang a song for the people, led by the Messengers,
further sharing the light and love of the King.

Weather
After a beautiful day yesterday of sunny skies and light fluffy clouds
for the day’s travels, Captivenians are recommended to brace
themselves once again. A strong chance of thunderstorms and
showers is predicted. Therefore, at dawn all eyes should “look to
the West.” No, not to the East, but to the West.

Isaiah 58:10
And if you give yourself to the hungry and satisfy the desire of the afflicted, then your light will rise in
darkness and your gloom will become like midday.

Vision Helps Find Box
Yet another box left by the late Lord Gabron
has been found! Shown in a vision and with
the help of Lord Valerian, the box was
uncovered in a hidden garden that was once
Lord Gabron’s favourite place to pray. There is
much excitement as it is one step closer to
finding the elusive treasure. Self-proclaimed
historian and cryptographer, Professor Poggle
the Lesser, complains that using “visions” to
find a lost object completely takes the
challenge and character building out of a good
old-fashioned treasure hunt. He further
lamented on the state anthropological study
has fallen to. As quoted: “It is a dark day for the
likes of us in the natural sciences. What will
happen next? Metal detectors?”

Letter to the Editor
Re: “The Markets Opened Yesterday”, I believe there are much worse things to be in than a mediocre 80’s rock
band. I would hazard that a quintet of young gentlemen all proceeding in one direction or dare I say in sync would
be much worse to be in.

Procession of the King
People from all over the realm of Captivenia and
Lumenorus came together and gathered in adoration
of the King. The night was cool, but the hearts of the
maidens and Bellesera were warmed by the love of
the King. The evening somberly concluded with the
peaceful song of the Kings beloved subjects, and thus
left a quiet resilience of love and serenity in the air of
Captivenia, and its surrounding realms.

Classifieds
Job Opening: Head Chef at the Place du Bois Noir. Must have experience and necessary qualifications.
Must have a head. Only serious applicants need apply.
Lost: Coyote cranium. If found, please return to Gerald.
Lady Samara requests help attaching ladder to the lookout tower in Guarelle. (Lady Celestria keeps hiding
the hammer).
Missing: Gretchen. She is 4’3” when standing up straight. Enjoys red berries, twigs, and sweeping leaves
into the house. If found, please contact the nearest Messenger outpost.
Reminder: 5 am runs are fun! The route consists of uphill both ways on the Great Hill. Sincerely, The
Messengers

